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Abstract 

Alre.1dy before 1he child uners his or her lirs1 words, at about twelve months of age. 
speech production dcvelo11s on an organized way. The development of vocali1;llions i' 
dc1crrnoncd by �c"cral factors Joke anatomical groMh, phy siological constraiom. 
mawra1ion of 1hc brain, nod. in addition, auditory speech perception. So far, ll is not 
well csrnhhshcd how nnd from which age onwards. speech perception inlluences the 
de"elopmenl of voci1li1ntions in the first year of life. To gel more insight into 1his 
problem, we study the speech produclion of deaf and no11llally hearing infants. In lhis 
soagc of 1hc study we will report on data of three deaf and 1hree hearing infan1s from 
live un1il 1cn monlh' of ngc. The lirst ten minu1es of each monthly recording have been 
an:olyzcd. The analyses consider 1he number of utterances of mother an<l child, as well 
as 1hc type of infnnl uucn111ccs with respec1 to aniculalioo and phona1ion. Out of the ten 
minu1es. Jirly ullernnces have hccn selcc1ed for further analysis (u11erance duration, 
mean l'O, and number of syllables per uuerancc). Preliminary results show several 
differences hclv..1ccn lhe deaf and lhe hearing infants, for instance concerning the 
number or u11crnnccs and use of ar11culmory movements. This sugges1s that lack of 
auditory fecdbnc� influences speech production already at lhis early stage of speech 
development. 

1 Introduction 

The role of audition and the innuencc of the surrounding language mput on the 
speech producuon of infants dunng their first year of life. excite an intngumg 
research question Several s1udies have shown that infants with different language 
backgrounds produce differences in intonation patterns and in speech sounds already 
m the second half year (De Boysson-Bardies et al., 1986: 1989: De Boysson-Bardies 
and Vihman, 1991, Whalen et al., 1991; Levin and Litman, J 992). This suggests that 
there is a general innuence of auditory speech perception on the production of speech 
in the fir\l year of life. From this point of view we may expect that a deficienc\" in 
auditory perception will innuence the speech production as well. Severely hearing 
impaired infant' arc lacking auditory speech input and also the internal auditory feed
back of their own 'peech produc1ions. A number of studies showed children's difflcul
tJes at the formal language level, like in lexical and syntactic domains (Moores. 1987; 
Schirmer, 1985), but is has not yet been determined systematically which di fflcultie' 
these children face durmg the pre-lexical stage. 

In a number of studies (e.g. Mavilya. 1969; Smith, 1982) no evidence was found 
for an effect of the lack of audi tory perception on speech production within the first 

• Written vcr•ion of a paper presented nl 1hc Fourih Symposium of the lntcmauooal Clinical i'hone1ics 
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half year. Lenneberg et al. (1965) and Lenneberg (1967) implied that deaf and hearing 
� infanLS' vocalizations are similar in the first year. According to Gilbert ( 1982) the 

results of these studies are often incorrectly interpreted, and this caused the wide
spread belief that deaf infants not just produce canonical babbling, but also from the 
same age as normally hearing infants do. Smith and Stoel-Gammon (1977) have also 
found similarities in the vocalizations of hearing impaired and normally hearing 
infants, for instance with respect to the presence of reduplicated canonical babbling. 
The interpretacion of the rcsulcs of these studies is complicated, due co the ambiguous 
use of the term babbling and the mixing up of the rcsulcs of studies concerning mild 
to severely hearing impaired infant� with those of profoundly deaf infams. 

However, several recenc studies suggest a devianc speech production of hearing 
impaired infants in the first year of age. Oller et al. ( 1985) concluded that vocaliza
tions of hearing impaired infants were strikingly different from the productions of 
normally hearing infants. They suggested that the vocalizations of the hearing im
paired subjects at an older age were similar to those of hearing infants at a younger 
age. Oller and Eilers ( 1988) found no canonical babbling in deaf infants before the 
eleventh month of age. Stoel-Gammon (1986, 1988), Stark (1983), and Kent et al. 
( 1987) observed differences in consonantal features as well as a smaller phonccical 
repercoire. Kem et al. ( 1987) observed differences in formant freguencics of vocalic 
segments and in syllabic structure, already in the first recorded speech sample at eight 
months. He suggests that differences might be noted earlier. 

Until now there is (as faJ as we know) no systematic study performed on the 
vocalizations of deaf infants from a very young age onwaJds: s1arting in the first half 
year or life. The presem study (pare of a larger project) reports on longitudinal data 
between 5.5 and 9.5 months of age of three deaf and three normally hearing infants. 
The main question is: do infants with and without hearing loss differ in the number 
and the type of utterances? 

First, the number of utterances of both mother and child during ten minutes of each 
monthly recording of each mother-infant pair was established. Secondly, we classified 
all infant utterances out of these ten minutes per recording, based on the system of 
Koopmans-van Beinum and Van der Stell (1986). Per recording 50 infant utcerances 
were selected for further analysis: per utterance the number of syllables, the duration 
of the utterances, and the fundamental frcguency were established. 

2 Method 

2.1 Subjects 

Six mother-infant pairs participated in chis study. Table I gives an overview of che 
main characteristics of the subjects. Three infants arc profoundly hearing impaired 
(group HI), the tluee other infants are normally hearing (NH). All infants have 
hearing parents. No clear health problems, like cognitive or motor delays, were found 
in a health screening right after birth (Apgar score), nor later on, in the Denver 
Developmental Screening Test and the Bayley Developmental Scales, examined at 12 
and I 8 months (Bayley, 1969). 
All subjects are boys, born as the second child in the fantily. The HI infants were born 
profoundly deaf, which was established by Auditory Brainstem Response audiometry 
(ABR) in the first months of life. Tltis was confirmed by pure-tone audiometric tests 
at a later age. The hearing thresholds for the HI infants in table I were determined by 
pure-tone audiometric tests, with average response level at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz, 
established between 2 and 3 years of age. 
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Subicct 

HI I 
Hl2 
HI 3 
NH I 

NH·2 
NH-1 

Tnhle I. Characteristics of the subjects 

JlcJtmg level Age or Hearing aids 

thrc,hold d1agnos1s from age 
Left -Right jmonths) !months) 

108 93 1.5 2.0 
92 98 3.5 5.0 

110 110 4.5 5.5 
nonnal 

noon al 
normal 

Language Age at start 

method rccording1;, 

_ _lmont h'L_ 

Oral 2.5 
TC 5.5 
TC/Oral 5.5 

2.0 
�.5 
1.5 

A threshold of 91 dB and higher is considered to indicate a profound loss (Clark, 
1981 ). All HJ mfants pantc1paled in early intervention programs. including hearmg 
training. They all used hearing aids, although only subject lli-1 used his hearing aids 
frequen1ly during the first year. ln all cases the cause of deafness was genetically 
based. 

The NJ I infants were matched with the Hl infants on the following criteria: sex, 
birth order, duration of pregnancy, age of the mother, social-economical stalus of the 
parents (defined as lrnving comparable professions), dialect of the parents (defined as 
living in and originaling from the same region). 

2.2 Data collection 

Audio recordings lasting about J1alf an hour each, were made every two weeks. The 
mothers of the infants thcmselve� made the recordings at their homes. This procedure 
was chosen in order to keep the situation during the audio recordings as natural a.� 

possible. The mothers were asked to tulk with their children in a face to face stuation, 
while the children were sitting in an upright position. The recordings were made on 
the audio channel of a Pana,onic videorecorder (VHS J\V-F 55 and 65 EV). with a 
Sennheiser microphone (Black Fire 527). 

2.3 Procedure of anaJ)·ses 

t\naJn1s A . 
Of every monthly audio recording, the first I 0 minutes were transcribed. The criterion 
used to establish one infant utterance was: the infant's sound production dunng one 
re�piration cycle, Matting with inspiration. Vegetative sounds, laughing. and crying 
were left out of consideration. These transcriptions were made by one of the author,, 
only indicating whether a sound could be marked a� an infant utterance accordmg to 
the cmeria mentioned above. The speech of the mother was transcribed orthographi
cally by one of the authors. Criteria for segmenting one mother utterance were: 
semantic contenl in combination with intonation, and a pause duration of about I sec. 
or more between the utlerances. One of the other authors checked the transcriptions. 
establishing if she agreed on each mother and infant uuerance. The inter-judge 
agreement based on all material (five hours in coral) was 97% for the mother uucran
ces and 96% for the infant tllterances. After discussion and agreement upon the final 
decision, the number of utterances spoken by the mother and by the infant during the 
I 0 minutes of recording were counted. 
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Analysis 13.: 
� Two independent judge� (two of the authors) classified all utlerances of the infants 

produced during the transcribed I 0 minutes. Each utterance was classified in one of 
three possible types of aruculacion and in one of four possible types of phonat1on. 
based on classification of movements m infant speech development, as described by 
Koopmans-van Beinum and van der Stele ( 1986). 

Aojculmjon 
I. no aruculatory movement (NoAn) 
2. one articulatory movement, like m gooing (I Ao) 
3. two or more aruculatory movements during 1wo or more syllables. i.e. babbling 

(2AO) 

Phonauon: 
I. no phonation or unin1errup1ed phonation: there is no interruption of the voiced 

airstream or !here is no phonaiion at all (UnPhon) 
2. rnterrnptcd phonauon: 1he voiced airslream is interrupted (lnlPhon) 
3. variegated phonauon: every possihle va1iation in Ilic intonation except falling or 

level intonation; screaming and growling are included (VarPhon) 
4. a combination of interiup1ed and variegated phonaiion (ComPhon) 

The inter-judge agreement for all utterances amounted to 89%. This system allows 10 
transfer the results LO the most important speech developmental stages, like gooing 
and bab bling, as described by Oller (1980); Stark (1980); Mowrer (1980); Koopmans
van Bcinu111 and van der Sec It ( 1986); Roug et al. ( 1989). 

Analysis C: 
Fifty infant ullernnces per recording were use<l for further acoustic analysb. The first 
selection criterion was full agreement abom both aniculation type and phonation type. 
The second cmcrion wa.� that the utterance had to be suitable for acoustic analysis, for 
instance no di•turbance of the sound signal due to noises or clipping should be 
present. The uueranccs were selected evenly out of the ten transcribed minutes; e.g. in 
case of 150 utterances per ten minutes each third utterance was chosen. 

Next the 50 selected uuerances were digitized with a sample frequency of 48 klll. 
Per infant utterance the duration was measured. For the FO measurements a puch
detecuon program based on autocorrelation was used (Boersma. 1993). For the case 
that a difference is cst:iblishe<l between the auditory perception and the program 
output. the program pro\' ides the possibility to make a decision by measuring by hand 
the penod durauon of SC\'eral periods. 

Analysi> D: 
With respect to the 50 selected utterances two independent judges (two of the au1hors) 
escabhshed the number of syllables per utterance; three classification categories were 
used: ullerances of one syllable, uctcrances of two or three syllables. and utterances of 
four or more syllables. The definition for 'syllabic' wa5 rather broad; pseudo-syllables 
consisting of only a cominnant or a vowel were included. According co Koopmans 
van Beinum ( 1993) listeners are, generally spoken, well aware or the syllable like 
structure of the early infant sound productions. The inter-judge agreement in the 
present study was 87 %. 
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Table 2. !\umber of u11crnnces produced during JO minutes per infant age for each of the 
infant; and their mothers individually. 

NUMBER OF UTTERANCES 

Infants Hearing Imeaired ?\ormally Hearin� 
Age 111-1 Hl-2 HI-3 Mean J\H-1 NH-2 J\li-3 Mean 
5.5 135 169 106 137 89 52 50 64 

6.5 72 231 149 151 132 64 60 85 
7.5 98 106 86 97 135 77 152 121 

8.5 169 146 218 178 82 80 121 94 

9.5 81 205 205 164 208 62 41 104 

Average 111 171 153 145 129 67 85 94 

Mothers of Hearin� Imeaired Normally Bearing 

Age £11-1 HT-2 m-3 Mean NH-1 :--IH-2 NH-3 Mean 

5.5 83 137 141 120 142 121 208 

6.5 85 122 174 127 207 92 232 
7.5 45 75 186 102 171 147 229 
8.5 123 1 18 181 14 J 130 163 196 

9.5 77 107 107 97 180 168 202 

Averalie 83 1 12 158 J 17 166 138 21'.l 

2SO 
fa Nl+onlanls 

v: 200 121 NH-molhers 

0 
u 
§ • Hl-lnf ants 
... � ISO 0 J-1. mothers 
::I ._ 0 
..8 100 
E 
::I 

7:. �o 

0 

Fig. I. Mean number of uucranccs with standard deviations, during ten minutes of 
intcrnction over 1h� live recordings. presenled for Lhe Lv.•o groups of infants unU lhc l\vo 
groups of mothers. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Number of utterances 

In table 2 the number of utterances produced during 10 minutes are given per infant 
age, for each of the infants and each of the mothers indiv idually. 1n figure l the mean 
values and the ir standard deviations over the five recordings are presented for the two 
groups of infants and the two groups of mothers. A Wilcoxon signed-r anks test for 
ma tched pa irs for the ages combined, was performed. lt turned out th at during ten 
minutes of interaction the HI infants produced sign ificant ly more utterances than the 
NH infan ts (pS.05. one-tailed). The mothers of the HI infants produced significantly 
less utterances than the mothers of the NH infants (p�.005, one-tailed). Furthermore, 
it can be observed that the mothers of the NH infants produced on average almost 
twice as many utterances as their children (pS.005, one-tailed). Jn the mother-infant 
pairs with the hearing impaired infants we find the opposite picture: the HI infants 
produced on an average more utterances than their mothers (pS.05, one-tai led). 

3.2 Type of utterances 

Table 3 shows the average percentage of each p ossible combination of articulation 
and pho nation type of utterance, in relation to all the uuerances during ten minutes of 
interaction. Horizontally the articulation type and vertically the phonation type is 
shown. Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests for matched pairs are performed for each 
utterance type (the comb ination of articulation and phonat io n type) to compare 
between the two groups. The significance of the differences are given below the per
centages per group. 

Table 3. Averaged percentage of each uuernnee type per group for all ages combined. Level of sig· 
nificancc of Lhc differences between che two groups for each type of utterance are indica1ed as well. 

NoArl =no ar1iculatory movcrnenL UnPhon =no or uninterrup1ed phonation 

LA rt =one aniculatory movement lncf'hon =interrupted phonation 
2An =two or more articulatory movcmenL� VarPhon =variegated phonatioo 

during two or more syllables ComPhon =combination of interrupted 
and variega ted phonation 

Ph onation A f I ti r ICU a on T l)'p_c 
Type NoArt 1Art 2Art Total 

NB HI NH HI NH HI NH HI 

UnPhon 42.7 52.l 32.1 14.9 2.9 3.3 77.7 70 3 
ns JJ?.005 llS us 

IntPhon 8.6 10.8 3.1 0.9 3.8 0.1 15.5 I l.8 
ns _p_S.05 pS.005 ns 

VarPhon 3.4 14.6 1.6 0.8 0.2 0.6 5.1 16.0 
p.<005 llS ns JJ?.05 

ComPhon 0.6 1.8 0.7 0.l 0.3 0.0 l.6 l.9 
J'lS _p_S.025 ns n s 

Total 55.3 79.3 37.5 16.7 7.2 4.0 JOO JOO 
p-<005 pS.005 pS.05 
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lt can be seen that the rnost commonly used type of utterance was a simple one with 
[!O articulatory movements and with uninterrupted phonation. About 79% of the 
uuerances of the lll infants did not contain any articulatory movement. while this was 
55% in the case of the NI I infants. A Wilcoxon Signed Rank test for matched pairs 
showed that this difference is significant (pS.005. one tailed). H1 infants produced 
significantly more uuerance� with a variegated phonation and no articulatory move
ments than NII infants (p�.005, one tailed). NH infants produced significantly more 
uueranccs "uh one or more amculatory movements and an interrupuon of the 
airstream (pS.05 and pS.005 ), like m the case of voiceless plosives. 

3.3 Utterance duration 

In figure 2 the mean duration of the 50 selected ullerances are presented for the HI 
and the NH group, related to the age of the infants. It can be observed that the mean 
durauon of the uuerances of the HI in fa nts are longer than for the !\II infants. The 
analysis of variance rcrforrned on the duration with the factors group and age. 
indicates u significant effect for both factors (p�.001 and pS.0001), as well as for the 
interaction between both factors (p�.0005). 

The mean ulterance duration remains more or less the same over the five ages for 
the NH infants, whereas mean utterance dura tion gets shorter for the HI infants. /\ 
Tuckey post-hoe analysi� performed on the interaction shows a significant longer 
duration for the 1 If as compared to che NH at the ages of 5.5 and 6.5 monlhs (pS.005 
and p:>.0005). 

2000 
,,.... 
"' 

E 
� 
-

0 
-
<:: 
"" 1 000 = 

0 

0 
5.5 6 5 7.5 8.5 

Age (months) 
9.5 

r1ll NH 
D Hl 

l'i�. 2. Mc"n uucrnncc durncion and scnndnrd dcviacions of !he 50 selected uuerances for 
the Ill und 1 he N H grour>. rclaccd 10 age. 
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3.4 FO measurements 

Median FO values in I lz for the 50 uuerances, averaged over the subjects per group, 
arc presented in figure 3. The median FO lies around 400 Hz, except for the Ill group 
at the age of 9.5 months when it is about 500 Hz. An analysis of vanance was 
performed on the data with the factors group and age. The analysis shows a 
significant effect of group (pS.0001) and age (pS.005), and tbe interaction between 
group and age (pS.000 I). The Tuckey post-hoe analysis performed on the rnteracuon 
shows that these significant effects can be explained by the significantly higher pitch 
in the HI-group at age of9.5 months (pS.0001). 

800 

600 

,.-.... 
N 

� 400 

5: 

200 

5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 

Age (months) 
9.5 

� NH 
0 HI 

Fig. 3. Mean median puch in H1 of the 50 �elected uuerances for the HI and the t\11 
group. related to age. 

3.5 Number of syllables per utterance 

In figure 4 the mean number of utterances with one, with two or three. and with four 
or more syllables per uuerances arc presented. It can be seen that HI infants produced 
more utterances with only one syllable and w11h four or more syllables. However, 
these effects arc not significant according to a \Vilcoxon signed-rank test. The Ill 
infants produced le•s u11crances wich two or three syllables (pS.005 one-tailed). 
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Fi£. 4. �can nurnbcr of u11crances wi1h one. \Vilh l\VO or three. and v.•11h four or 1uore 
syllables per u11cr:incc lor heanng impaired and fpr nomially hearing infanL,. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Quantitative data 

Tl is often believed that hearing impaired infants in g eneral pro duce fewer ulleranccs 
than nor mally hearing infants. llowever, in our study the average number of 
utterances per 10 minutes in this period be tween 5.5 and 9.5 months is 145 utterances 
fo1 hearing impa ired infants and 94 ut tera nces for normally hearing infants. This 
indicate s that, at least a� a group, these hearing impaired infants make more 
uuerances than the ir hearing peers in this perio d. However. since the individual 
differences arc quite large, as can be seen in table 2, we have to be very careful in 
d raw ing conclusion> at this moment. Spe ncer ( 1993), for instance. found less 
utternnces for hearing unpaired infants of 12 months compared to normally hearing 
infants, although this difference was not significant. Some researchers, like Mavilya 
(1972). �laskarinec et al. (1981). and Stoel-Gammon (1986) report a peak m quanllty 
by hearing 1111pa1rcd mfants followed by a noticeable decrease. Tt seems that this 
reduction in number of utterances lakes place after the period we studied. namely 
towards the end of the first year. This i s  reported by some of the parents of the 
subjects in our study ;is well; we will report about these data in a later stage of 1he 
project. According 10 Yoshinago llano et al. (1992) 1be measure that parents of Ill 
infants most focus on 10 esumate the progress in the speech of their children. i� the 
amount of utterances. 

Moreover, we found that mothers of hearing impaired infants. as a group, produce 
significantly fewer utterances (although here individual difference� are obsen·cd as 
well), than mothers of normally hearing infants do. This migh1 be an artefac1 of the 
recording situauon: recording 11me had to be fille d as much as possible by !he mother 
and the infant together. Since hearing impaired infants in this period produce more 
ullerance� th an 1hc hearing infants, Jess time is left for the mothers of 1he hearing 
impaired as compared 10 the mo thers of lhe hearing infants. Moreover, one of the 
mothers in our study reporlcd that she usually did not talk LO her hearing impaired 
child if she had no eye con1ac1 wi1h him. /\decrease of eye contact is quit.c normal, 
due 10 child's increased in1ercst in 1oy s at an age of about eight months compared to 
an earlier age (Swisher. 1991) . 
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4.2 Qualitative data 

We found fewer utterances with articulatory movements in the HI group than in the 
!\ll group. This result 1s confirmed by the study of Kent (1985), who studied a mono
zygotic twin wHh one hearing impaired boy and one normally hearing boy. He found 
that, at an age of eight months. 92% of the utterances of the NH infant contained a 
consonant. while thi� was the ca�e in only 12% of the utterances of the !\H infant. 
Also Spencer ( 1993) found that NH infants produce seven times more canonical 
vocalizauons (always including a consonant) than HI infanlS do. 

ln the phonauon domain we found Jess obvious differences between the two 
groups. We did not find a difference in the median fundamental frequency at this 
early age. Ryalls and Larouche (1992, 1993) found a significant higher fundamental 
frequency for older profoundly hearing impaired children (between six and ten year;) 
than either age-matched normally hearing or moderate-to-Se\'erely hearing impaired 
children. In a recent study by Elsendoorn and Beijk (submitted) it was found that 
difference� in the fundamental f1equency between normally hearing children and deaf 
children (ages between 4 and 20 years) were only revealed from the age of seven 
years onward�. From that age onwards deaf children speak at an average pitch about 
50 llz high er lhan the ir hearing peers. Thus, it seems that the influence of auditory 
feedback on 1he mean fundamental frequency stares at a later age than the period we 
studied, and 1ha1 the anatomical and physiological development mainly determines 
the development and the values of the fundamental frequency in the early age period. 
However, we found differences in the number of utterances with a ''ariegatcd 
phonaiion. lt looks as if Ill infants produce more utterances with a rising intonation, 
screaming, or with other variations in phonation. This might be the result of lhe lack 
of influence of the language background and its specific intonation patterns. Normal Iv 
this effect starts to be manifest in the second half year of life (De Boysson-Bardies et 
al.. 1986: 1989; De Boy,son Bardies and Vihman. 1991; Whalen et al., 1991: J.evill 
and Ulman. 1992). Moreover the lack of feedback and therefore the lack of fine 
control of the voice (Kent, 1987) may play a role in deviant phonation as well. 

4.3 SyUabification 

All six infants. both HJ and NH. produced utterances with several syllables (see table 
3: all IntPhon, most I Art, and all 2Art utterances). indicating that hearing capabihues 
are not needed for syllabification m this period. Two of the HJ infants segmented the 
utterances into several syllables by simply interrupting the airstrearn. The other lll 
infant started to babble at 7 .5 months of age: he frequently used articulatory 
movements for segmenting his utterances like normally hearing infanlS do. However, 
this babbling diminished again at 9.5 months. It is not clear why this child (HI 2) 
started to babble. His hcanng was slightly better than that of the two other HI infants. 
In this respect we want 10 remark that the label 'deaf has to be used carefully. The 
three mfunt� in our study all have some residual hearing as can be observed in table I .  
A13R and tone-audiometric tests cannot answer the question if and t o  which extent the 
deaf infant� make usc of this residual hearing for perceiving and using auditory 
information. \1oreover, one has 10 keep in mind that our results are based on a limited 
number of infants. Analyses of data of three more deaf and three more heanng infants 
in our longitudinal sn1dy, will show whether the present results will hold. So far, it 
could be observed rhat none of the 01her three deaf infants started babbling before 12 
months of age. 
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In our study we found a longer uuerance duration for the m infants than for the NII 
iQfants. Since the two groups of children did not differ significantly in the number of 
syllables. we may assume that syllable duration is longer for Hl infants than for J\H 
infants. In a study on syllable duration of six 10 ten years old hearing impaired and 
normally hearing children a clear effect of the hearing status on duration was found. 
Ryalls and Larouche ( 1992, 1993) found an average syllable duration of 294 ms for 
normally hearing subjects, 349 ms for moderate-to-severely hearing impaired children 
and 540 ms for profoundly hearing impaired children. The profoundly deaf children 
had a s1gnilic:111tly longer syllable duration compared to the two other groups. 

S Conclusion 

Jn the period between five and ten months, described in this paper. we observed a 
number of differences in che vocalizations between three deaf and three hearing 
infants. These differences can be found both in a quantitacive and in a qualitattve 
sense. The deaf infants produced significantly more utterances during ten m111utes of 
interaction than the normally hearing infants did. With respect to mean fundamental 
frequency there are no clear differences in this age period. Therefore, we assume chat 
the development of mean fundamcncal frequency at this age is mainly determined hy 
anatomical and physiological growth and not influenced by the hearing status of che 
child. However, clear differences are found between deaf and normally hearing 
infoncs on the nrticulacory, durational, and syllabic level. This result suggests that a 
lack of auditory feedback in lluences the speech production already in this early scagc 
of development. 
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